
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 8 
 
Date & Time: 17 Jan 2018, 4:30 PM - 7:00 PM 
Venue: LightHouse Marine Office 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Ozzy, Samantha, Eng Teck, Yi Fang, Jun Ji (Sponsor), Ron 
(Sponsor) 
 

S/N Item Actions 

1 Things to review 
1. Propose Photo Taking Function 
2. Status check of getting Bluehost Server 
3. Update on Project Progress 

a. Timelog  
i. datetime format on chrome not 24h 
ii. On mobile will display 24h format 

4. Field Trip Arrangement 
5. Preparation for User Acceptance Testing (est. last week of Jan - 

31 Jan (Thurs)  / 1 Feb (Fri)) 

Team 

2 Walkthrough of Photo Taking Function 
- Led by Anthony 

 
Anthony showcased the proposed photo taking function in LHM’s web 
application. 
 
Ron enquired on how the photos would be displayed when the report 
format is generated. 
 
Client request multiple photos to be uploaded at once and then allow 
caption to be added. 
 
Photos have a tracking number (chronological order), can be used to sort 
Sequence of photos is important, perhaps can be sorted based on 
captions 
 
Ron will work us with on the sorting algorithm and standardise the 
uploading of the picture 
 
First few pictures are vessel, then MFM opening and MFM closing and 
the sample 
  
Change photo to allow multiple uploads. 
 
Ron said that first 7-8 pictures will be standardised. 
*Allow multiple photo selection instead. 

Team 



Samantha suggested sorting by timestamp based on when photo is 
taken. 
 
First 7 photos are fixed. 
First picture: Vessel 
Second: MFM opening (taken at start), MFM closing (taken at end) 
Third: Cubitainer 
 
Total of 60 photos. 
 
Remaining photos, give them a sequence to upload. 
 
Report format is standardised.  
 
Generated report is a summarised version of the report, shown on 
summary page then converted to pdf. 
 
Make the first 7 or 8 fields a compulsory field when uploading photo, else 
the report cannot be generated. 
 
JJ propose using sub folder for each category.  
First 7 is individual photo. 
Other photos are based on category. 
I.e. Full Sounding category  
Tank category 
 
Vessel Opening 
1P 
1P Full Sounding 7.85m 
1P Oil Cart 0.85  
1P Vessel Closing 
 
Get suggestive captions from Jun Ji 
 
Front end needs to implement suggestive dropdown. 
 
Sub categories 

● Vessel Picture 
● MFM Opening 
● MFM Closing 
● Sample bottles 
● Sounding vessel opening 
● Sounding Barge opening 
● Sounding vessel closing 
● Sounding Barge closing 
● Sounding table 



3 Status check of Bluehost Server 
- Staging server will be given by 17 Jan 19 
- Production server will be given by 24 Jan 19 

Eng Teck, 
Ron 

4 Update on Project Progress 
- Finish all the forms by this week, 20th Jan 19 
- Finish PDF Generation by 23 Jan 19 

Team 

5 Field Trip Arrangement 
- Client feels that it is very dangerous for the team to go out on sea 
- Will rearrange for team to go to the port instead. 
- Check back with Junji again. Prompt him next week. 

Jun Ji 

6 Preparation for User Acceptance Testing 
- Proposed date: Possible End of Jan. Latest by first week of Feb. 

Team 

7 Updates for General Information Pages 
- General info admin page should include job timing.  
- Other pages try best to leave without time. Just have date.  
- Stem quantity may change (Field should be editable) 
- Location field should be editable for surveyor (Field should be 

editable) 
 
Admin: 

- Ref number 
- Vessel name 
- Date 
- Location (surveyor can change later on. Do not lock.) 
- Client  
- Surveyor Name 
- License Number (autofill from surveyor name) 
- Grade 
- Supplier 
- Stem Quantity (surveyor can change later on. Do not lock.) 

 
Surveyor: 

- IMO number 
- Location (admin prefilled) 
- Stem Quantity (admin prefilled) 
- Barge Name 
- SB license number 
- Chief Engineer 
- Cargo officer 

Samantha 

8 Updates for Timelog Pages 
- When surveyor changes date, all following rows should autofill 

with the new date. Previous rows should remain as the date 

Ozzy 



previously filled in. (If one row happens on a new day, logically 
speaking, all later rows will follow to be on the new day.) 

- Revert the frontend forms into the earlier version i.e. with 2 input 
fields. 

- Test possible solution of splitting datetime to two different columns 

 
Prepared by: Aloysius Teo 
Vetted by: Toh Eng Teck 


